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Abstract: The effect of the process temperature and the initial concentration of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn,
Cd, and Hg 2-ethylhexanoates as catalysts on the productivity and selectivity of the oxidation
stage of cumene is studied in the technological chain for the production of polymer compos-
ites from cumene; “production of phenol by cumene method (stage 1 is cumene oxidation to
cumene hydroperoxide, stage 2 is decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide into phenol and
acetone)→ production of precursors from phenol→ production of polymers from precursors
→ production of composites from polymers”. A criterion has been introduced that reflects the
productivity of cumene oxidation at the moment of reaching the maximum concentration of
cumene hydroperoxide, which takes into account the cumene conversion and selectivity achieved
in this case in the shortest possible time using the selectivity comparable with the selectivity of
a non-catalytic process. It has been shown that the achievement of the maximum value of this
criterion, among all the considered catalysts, is ensured by Mg 2-ethylhexanoate at its relatively
low initial concentration (1 mmol/L) under conditions of moderately-high process temperatures
(393–413 K).

Keywords: catalyst; phenol; polymer matrices for composites; technological chain for the production
of polymer composites from cumene

1. Introduction

Epoxy resins [1,2], phenol-formaldehyde resins [3,4], polycarbonates [5,6], polysul-
fones [7,8], and polyamides [9,10] are in high demand as polymer matrices for composites.
All of these oligomers and polymers are united by the fact that phenol is the feed material
for their synthesis [11]. The global consumption of phenol is currently as follows [11]:

(1) About 44% is used for the production of bisphenol A (a condensation product of
phenol and acetone (I)), which, in turn, is a feed for the production of epoxy resins (II),
polycarbonates (III), and polysulfones (IV);
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(4) About 14% is used for the production of other chemical compounds (antioxidants, 
non-ionic surfactants, cresols, drugs, antiseptics, and pesticides). 

A total of 95% of the global production of phenol falls on the cumene method (Hock 
process) [11,12]. This process consists of two main stages: 

(1) Cumene oxidation (the cumene obtained by alkylation of benzene with propyl-
ene) with air oxygen to obtain cumene hydroperoxide; 
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(2) The decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide into phenol and acetone (catalyst is 

sulfuric acid): 

(3) About 12% of phenol is used for the production of polyamides (in particular,
polyamide 6 (VII) and polyamide 66 (VIII)):
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(4) About 14% is used for the production of other chemical compounds (antioxidants,
non-ionic surfactants, cresols, drugs, antiseptics, and pesticides).

A total of 95% of the global production of phenol falls on the cumene method (Hock
process) [11,12]. This process consists of two main stages:

(1) Cumene oxidation (the cumene obtained by alkylation of benzene with propylene)
with air oxygen to obtain cumene hydroperoxide;
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Therefore, research of catalysts is underway that aims increase the productivity of this 
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carbon nanotubes [19,20], and Fe [21], Cu [22,23], Co [24,25], Mn [24], Ni [21], Ru [26], and 
Au и Ag [27] transition metal compounds are studied as catalysts for the oxidation of 
alkylaromatic hydrocarbons, and cumene in particular. 

When using ionic liquids based on imidazole, a cumene conversion of 16.7% and the 
selectivity of 87.7% are achieved [15]. The ionic liquid N-hydroxyphthalimide acts as a 
highly-efficient universal catalyst in hydrocarbons oxidation [17,28,29]. In particular, the 
cumene conversion is 25–30% and the selectivity is 90–95% [28] in cumene oxidation at 
353–393 K. 

The authors of [19,20] highlight the high catalytic activity of carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) in cumene oxidation. The catalytic properties of carbon nanotubes are associated 
with their ability to accelerate cumene hydroperoxide decomposition [19,20]. In addition, 
the “CNT-air oxygen” adduct is formed through cumene oxidation in the presence of car-
bon nanotubes, while the oxygen in the adduct reacts with cumene, generating free radi-
cals [30]. At a sufficiently low temperature (353 K), a cumene conversion of 24.1% and the 
selectivity of 88.4% are achieved [30]. 

The use of ionic liquids and carbon nanotubes as catalysts makes it possible to lower 
the cumene oxidation temperature (down to 353–363 K); however, the time to achieve a 
cumene conversion of ⁓20% will be rather long (8–9 h [20]). 

Over the past 15 years, the effect of surfactants on the processes of hydrocarbon oxi-
dation has been intensively studied [18]. Thus, in cumene, which is oxidized in the pres-
ence of cationic surfactants by air oxygen, the resulting hydroperoxides form mixed mi-
celles with molecules of surfactants, where the accelerated decomposition of cumene hy-
droperoxide into radicals occurs, followed by the formation of hydrophilic products: wa-
ter, dimethylphenylcarbinol, and acetophenone [18]. The formation of these species affects 
the structure and size of mixed micelles and, unfortunately, reduces their selectivity [18]. 

Catalysts based on the metal nanoparticles Ag and Au [27], and Cu [31], have proven 
themselves to be useful in cumene oxidation. 

One of the most active catalysts for the liquid phase oxidation of alkylaromatic hy-
drocarbons are transition metal compounds [21–26]. Ni [21], Cu [22,23], Mn [24], Co 
[24,25], and Ru [26] compounds have been studied as catalysts for alkylaromatic hydro-
carbons oxidation. Despite the high activity of transition metal compounds in alkylaro-
matic hydrocarbons oxidation, the practical implementation of their use is being re-
strained [14]. This is due to the fact that, by accelerating the alkylaromatic hydrocarbons 
oxidation into target products (hydroperoxides), the transition metal compounds cause a 
noticeable hydroperoxides decomposition with the formation of a large amount of side 
chemical compounds [14]. 

The potential possibilities of intensifying the processes of alkylaromatic hydrocar-
bons oxidation using catalysts have not been limited. For instance, carboxylates [32], 
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Thus, the technological chain for the production of polymer composites from cumene
is as follows: production of phenol by cumene method→ production of precursors from
phenol → production of polymers from precursors → production of composites from
polymers. Obviously, one of the factors affecting the productivity of the first stage of this
technological chain is the productivity of cumene oxidation. As a rule, cumene oxida-
tion is carried out in bubble columns at a temperature of 353–403 K and a pressure of
0.1–0.7 MPa; in this case, a sufficiently high selectivity (85–90%) is achieved at the cumene
conversion of 10–25% [13]. The task of increasing the productivity of the cumene oxidation
stage is complicated by the interdependence of cumene conversion and selectivity [14].
Therefore, research of catalysts is underway that aims increase the productivity of this
stage while maintaining the value of selectivity. The ionic liquids [15–17], surfactants [18],
carbon nanotubes [19,20], and Fe [21], Cu [22,23], Co [24,25], Mn [24], Ni [21], Ru [26],
and Au и Ag [27] transition metal compounds are studied as catalysts for the oxidation of
alkylaromatic hydrocarbons, and cumene in particular.

When using ionic liquids based on imidazole, a cumene conversion of 16.7% and the
selectivity of 87.7% are achieved [15]. The ionic liquid N-hydroxyphthalimide acts as a
highly-efficient universal catalyst in hydrocarbons oxidation [17,28,29]. In particular, the
cumene conversion is 25–30% and the selectivity is 90–95% [28] in cumene oxidation at
353–393 K.

The authors of [19,20] highlight the high catalytic activity of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
in cumene oxidation. The catalytic properties of carbon nanotubes are associated with
their ability to accelerate cumene hydroperoxide decomposition [19,20]. In addition, the
“CNT-air oxygen” adduct is formed through cumene oxidation in the presence of carbon
nanotubes, while the oxygen in the adduct reacts with cumene, generating free radicals [30].
At a sufficiently low temperature (353 K), a cumene conversion of 24.1% and the selectivity
of 88.4% are achieved [30].

The use of ionic liquids and carbon nanotubes as catalysts makes it possible to lower
the cumene oxidation temperature (down to 353–363 K); however, the time to achieve a
cumene conversion of ~20% will be rather long (8–9 h [20]).

Over the past 15 years, the effect of surfactants on the processes of hydrocarbon
oxidation has been intensively studied [18]. Thus, in cumene, which is oxidized in the
presence of cationic surfactants by air oxygen, the resulting hydroperoxides form mixed
micelles with molecules of surfactants, where the accelerated decomposition of cumene hy-
droperoxide into radicals occurs, followed by the formation of hydrophilic products: water,
dimethylphenylcarbinol, and acetophenone [18]. The formation of these species affects the
structure and size of mixed micelles and, unfortunately, reduces their selectivity [18].

Catalysts based on the metal nanoparticles Ag and Au [27], and Cu [31], have proven
themselves to be useful in cumene oxidation.

One of the most active catalysts for the liquid phase oxidation of alkylaromatic hydro-
carbons are transition metal compounds [21–26]. Ni [21], Cu [22,23], Mn [24], Co [24,25],
and Ru [26] compounds have been studied as catalysts for alkylaromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation. Despite the high activity of transition metal compounds in alkylaromatic hy-
drocarbons oxidation, the practical implementation of their use is being restrained [14].
This is due to the fact that, by accelerating the alkylaromatic hydrocarbons oxidation
into target products (hydroperoxides), the transition metal compounds cause a noticeable
hydroperoxides decomposition with the formation of a large amount of side chemical
compounds [14].

The potential possibilities of intensifying the processes of alkylaromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation using catalysts have not been limited. For instance, carboxylates [32], naphthen-
ates [33], and stearates [34] of non-transition metals, which are quite simply synthesized
and readily soluble in hydrocarbons, are fairly effective homogeneous catalysts for the
oxidation of liquid-phase alkylaromatic hydrocarbons.

Despite a large number of works on the catalytic oxidation of cumene, the metal-based
catalysts with the configuration of the upper filled electron sublevel s2 have not been given
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due attention (these are metals of the 2nd and 12th groups with a maximum oxidation
state of +2). The lack of interest in these metals is probably due to the fact that they are
not capable of valence transformations, and, most likely, their catalytic activity would be
noticeably lower than that of transition metals exhibiting various oxidation states, including
higher than +2. However, metals incapable of valence transformations can catalyze cumene
oxidation through the formation of intermediate adducts with the species of the reaction
mixture [35]. Therefore, the purpose of this work was to study the effect of metals of the 2nd
and 12th groups in the composition of 2-ethylhexanoates on the productivity and selectivity
of cumene oxidation. To achieve this purpose, in this work, we created a kinetic model
of the process, verified it according to the experimental data obtained, and carried out
computational experiments on the model, in which we estimated the effect of the process
temperature and the initial concentration of the catalyst on the productivity and selectivity
of the process carried out in industrial conditions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In the experiments, the following substances were used:
(1) Cumene produced by PJSC Kazanorgsintez;
(2) Cumene hydroperoxide produced by PJSC Kazanorgsintez (25% wt. cumene

hydroperoxide and 75% wt. cumene), which underwent distillation until 99.4% wt. cumene
hydroperoxide;

(3) Air oxygen as an oxidizing agent;
(4) Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, and Hg 2-ethylhexanoates are the catalysts for cumene

oxidation and cumene hydroperoxide decomposition. They were obtained by reaction of
2-ethylhexanoic acid with metal oxides/hydroxides in boiling benzene; the water formed in
the reaction was separated in a Dean–Stark trap; for complete involvement in the reaction
of 2-ethylhexanoic acid, a small (1–2% wt.) excess of metal oxide/hydroxide was used;
after separation of excess metal oxide/hydroxide and distillation of benzene, the catalysts
were washed with distilled water; the content of metal 2-ethylhexanoates in the obtained
samples was 99.12–99.74% wt.;

(5) Chlorobenzene is a solvent in the decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide.

2.2. Cumene Oxidation

The content of metal 2-ethylhexanoates in the obtained preparations was determined
by complexometric titration and was 99.12–99.74% wt. In Table 1, the characteristic vibra-
tion frequencies are shown in IR spectra of metal carboxylates, which include Mg, Ca, Sr,
Ba, Zn, Cd, and Hg 2-ethylhexanoates

Table 1. Characteristic oscillation frequencies in IR spectra of metal carboxylates (M is metal) [36,37].

Oscillation Assignment ν(C=O)
(For Acids) νas(COO−) νS(COO−) ν(MO)

Characteristic frequency, cm−1 1670–1690 1530–1630 1380–1450 400–500

Cumene ([RH]0 = 6.44 mol/L) mixed with a catalyst ([Cat]0 = 5 mmol/L) was filled into
a bubble column (diameter 36 mm, length 500 mm); thereafter, the cumene was oxidized
with air at a temperature 383 or 393 K and atmospheric pressure. The air, preliminarily
treated from mechanical impurities and dried, was continuously supplied by a compressor
(flow rate G = 0.6 L/min) down the bubble column. The distribution of air in the liquid
was carried out using a distribution grid (hole diameter was no more than 1 mm) located
at the bottom of the bubble column. Samples of the reaction mixture were taken every hour
through a valve on the side of the bubble column.

The catalytic cumene oxidation was carried out for 6 h, the samples were taken
every hour. The experiment (cumene oxidation for 6 h) was checked for reproducibil-
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ity by repeating it 3–4 times. The content of cumene hydroperoxide in the samples
was determined by the iodometric method (the content of cumene hydroperoxide was
determined in three parallel samples, the data were averaged). The composition of
the oxidation products was determined by chromatography (the analysis of the oxida-
tion reaction mass was carried out in three parallel samples, the data were averaged).
Quantitative analysis by chromatography (Chromatec Crystal 5000 chromatograph,
manufacturer is JSC SDO “CHROMATEC”, Yoshkar-Ola, Russia; capillary column Sol
Gel Wax (polyethylene glycol) with a polar phase) was carried out by the method of in-
ternal normalization with correction factors. Cumene was used as a standard substance
(correction factor K = 1).

2.3. Decomposition of Cumene Hydroperoxide

Glass ampoules were filled with a mixture of cumene hydroperoxide ([ROOH]0 = 1 or
1.5 mol/L) with catalyst ([Cat]0 = 5 mmol/L), sealed, then immersed in a thermostat heated
to the required temperature, and the shaking device was turned on. At certain intervals,
the ampoules were removed one at a time, and the reaction was stopped by cooling the
ampoules in ice water; the composition of the reaction mixture was analyzed in the same
way as in the case of cumene oxidation (see Section 2.2).

2.4. Preparation of Samples for Chromatographic Analysis

The unconverted hydroperoxide contained in the samples, being decomposed in
the chromatograph column, distorted the results of the analysis. To avoid this error,
samples containing cumene hydroperoxide were treated with a reducing agent, by an
excess of triphenylphosphine P(C6H5)3 (Ph3P), before chromatographic analysis. In the
presence of cumene hydroperoxide and triphenylphosphine, dimethylphenylkabinol and
triphenylphosphine oxide are formed:

C6H5C(CH3)2OOH + Ph3P = C6H5C(CH3)2OH + Ph3P=O
The molar ratio of reagents C6H5C(CH3)2OOH:Ph3P = 1:1.5. The amount of dimethylp-

henylcarbinol (DMFC) released in this case was subsequently taken into account when
calculating the chromatograms.

3. Results

The general kinetic scheme of cumene oxidation and cumene hydroperoxide de-
composition in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate consists of
Reactions (1)–(47). Reactions (1)–(44) of this scheme were taken from [32], where the au-
thors made the general kinetic scheme proposed by us for cumene oxidation and cumene
hydroperoxide decomposition in the presence of Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate. It
is reasonable to assume that Reactions (1)–(44) also run both in cumene oxidation
and in cumene hydroperoxide decomposition in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, or Ba
2-ethylhexanoate.

According to the kinetic scheme of cumene oxidation and cumene hydroperox-
ide decomposition in the presence of Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate [32], the for-
mation of acetophenone runs without the participation of a catalyst, according to
Reactions (20) and (43). The formation of acetophenone without the participation of
a cumene oxidation catalyst was shown experimentally in [38]. However, when cumene
oxidation runs in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, or Ba 2-ethylhexanoate, the acetophenone
is formed by several orders of magnitude more (Figure 1b,c lg[C6H5C(O)CH3] ≤ −2 at
t = 6 h) than in cumene oxidation in the presence of Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate
(Figure 1d–g lg[C6H5C(O)CH3] > −2 at t = 6 h). To take this factor into account, we
assumed that ROH·Cat adduct is capable of decomposing into acetophenone, thereby
increasing the rate of accumulation of acetophenone, and introduced Reaction (45) into
the general kinetic scheme of cumene oxidation and cumene hydroperoxide decomposi-
tion in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate. In addition, the
general kinetic scheme of cumene oxidation and cumene hydroperoxide decomposition
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in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, or Hg 2-ethylhexanoate was supplemented
with Reaction (46) [39] and the reaction of catalyst deactivation with phenol (47). A
reaction similar to Reaction (47) can run during the synthesis of [CaLi6(µ3-OPh)8(thf)6]
from CaI2 and LiOPh, described in [40].
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Figure 1. The dependencies of the concentrations of cumene hydroperoxide and by-products in
cumene oxidation versus time; T = 383 (a–c), 393 (d–g) K.
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Formation of intermediate adducts:

RH + Cat
k1→
←
k1′

RH ·Cat, (1)

ROOH + Cat
k2→
←
k2′

ROOH ·Cat, (2)

ROH + Cat
k3→
←
k3′

ROH ·Cat, (3)

HC(O)H + Cat
k4→ HC(O)H ·Cat. (4)

Chain initiation:
RH + O2

k5→ R + OOH, (5)

RH ·Cat + O2
k6→ R + OOH + Cat, (6)

ROOH
k7→ RO + OH, (7)

ROOH ·Cat
k8→ RO + OH + Cat, (8)

2ROOH
k9→ ROO + RO + H2O, (9)

2ROOH ·Cat
k10→ RO + ROO + H2O + 2Cat. (10)

Chain propagation:

R + O2
k11→ ROO, (11)

RH + ROO
k12→ R + ROOH, (12)

RH ·Cat + ROO
k13→ R + ROOH + Cat, (13)

RH + RO
k14→ ROH + R, (14)

RH ·Cat + RO
k15→ ROH + R + Cat, (15)

RH + OH
k16→ R + H2O, (16)

RH ·Cat + OH
k17→ R + H2O + Cat, (17)

ROOH + RO
k18→ ROO + ROH, (18)

ROOH ·Cat + RO
k19→ ROO + ROH + Cat, (19)

RO
k20→ C6H5C(O)CH3 + CH3, (20)

2ROO
k21→ 2RO + O2, (21)

CH3 + O2
k22→ CH3OO, (22)

CH3OO + RH
k23→ CH3OOH + R, (23)

CH3OO + RH ·Cat
k24→ CH3OOH + R + Cat, (24)

C6H5OH + ROO
k25→ C6H5O + ROOH. (25)

Chain termination:
2R

k26→ RR, (26)
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R + ROO
k27→ ROOR, (27)

CH3 + OH
k28→ CH3OH, (28)

2ROO
k29→ ROOR + O2, (29)

CH3OO + ROO
k30→ ROH + HC(O)H + O2, (30)

C6H5O + ROO
k31→ C6H5OH + O2 + C6H5C(CH 3) = CH2, (31)

C6H5O+ROO
k32→ C6H5OOR + 0.5O2, (32)

R + OOH
k33→ ROOH. (33)

Molecular reactions:

ROH
k34→ C6H5C(CH 3) = CH2 + H2O, (34)

ROH ·Cat
k35→ C6H5C(CH 3) = CH2 + H2O + Cat, (35)

HC(O)H ·Cat+0.5O2
k36→ HCOOH + Cat, (36)

ROOH
k37→ C6H5OH + CH3C(O)CH3, (37)

ROOH ·Cat
k38→ C6H5OH + CH3C(O)CH3+Cat, (38)

ROOH + ROH
k39→ 2ROH + 0.5O2, (39)

ROOH ·Cat + ROH
k40→ 2ROH + 0.5O2 + Cat, (40)

ROOH + HCOOH
k41→
←

k41′

ROOH ·HCOOH, (41)

ROOH ·HCOOH
k42→ C6H5OH + CH3C(O)CH3 + HCOOH, (42)

C6H5C(CH 3) = CH2 + O2
k43→ C6H5C(O)CH3 + HC(O)H, (43)

Cat
k44→ Cat′, (44)

ROH ·Cat
k45→ C6H5C(O)CH3 + CH4+Cat, (45)

ROOH ·Cat + C6H5C(CH 3) = CH2
k46→ ROH + C6H5C(CH 3)(O)(CH 2) + Cat, (46)

2C6H5OH + Cat
k47→ (C 6H5 O)2Me + 2H3C(CH 2

)
3
CH(C 2H5)COOH. (47)

In the above equations, RH is cumene (C6H5CH(CH3)2), Cat is catalyst, RH·Cat is a
“cumene-catalyst” intermediate adduct, ROOH is cumene hydroperoxide, ROOH·Cat is a
“cumene hydroperoxide-catalyst” intermediate adduct, ROH is dimethylphenylcarbinol,
ROH·Cat is a “dimethylphenylcarbinol-catalyst” intermediate adduct, HC(O)H is formalde-
hyde, HC(O)H·Cat is a “formaldehyde-catalyst” intermediate adduct, O2 is oxygen, R•

is cumyl radical, •OOH is hydrogen peroxide radical, RO• is cumyloxyl radical, •OH is
hydroxyl radical, ROO• is cumyl peroxyl radical, H2O is water, C6H5C(O)CH3 is ace-
tophenone, CH3

• is methyl radical, CH3OO• is methyl peroxyl radical, CH3OOH is
methyl hydroperoxide, C6H5O is benzyloxy radical, RR is dicumyl, ROOR is dicumyl
peroxide, CH3OH is methanol, C6H5C(CH3)=CH2 is α-methylstyrene, C6H5OOR is ben-
zylcumonoate, HCOOH is formic acid, C6H5OH is phenol, CH3C(O)CH3 is acetone,
ROOH·HCOOH is a “cumene hydroperoxide-formic acid” intermediate adduct, Cat’ is
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deactivated catalyst, CH4 is methane, C6H5C(CH3)(O)(CH2) is 2-methyl-2-phenyloxirane,
(C6H5O)2Me is metal phenolate, H3C(CH2)3CH(C2H5)COOH is 2-ethylhexanoic acid, and
Me is metal (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, and Hg).

Based on the scheme consisting of Reactions (1)–(47), the kinetic model was written
as a system of nonlinear differential equations, which describes, according to the mass
action law, the rate of change of the concentrations of all of the reaction mixture species (see
Supplementary Materials S1). A procedure for solving the system of differential equations
has been added to Supplementary Materials S1

The reaction rate coefficients in the kinetic model were set as functions of temperature
according to the Arrhenius equation k = Ae

−E
RT [41]. Here, A is a pre-exponential factor

(it has the dimension of the corresponding reaction rate coefficient: 1/s for a monomolec-
ular reaction; L/(mol s) for a bimolecular reaction; E is an activation energy, J/mol;
R = 8.31 J/(mol K), T is a temperature, K. To determine the values of A and E, the in-
verse kinetic problem was solved. The inverse kinetic problem is the task of determining
model parameters for which the discrepancy between the data calculated by use of the
model and the experimental data are minimal [38]. The inverse kinetic problem was solved
by the method of direct search of the zero order [42]. A comparison of the experimental
data and data calculated by the kinetic model with the found values of A and E for each
reaction rate coefficient (Tables 2 and 3) is shown in Figure 1 and in Table 4. The kinetic
model satisfactorily described the laboratory experimental data on cumene oxidation and
cumene hydroperoxide decomposition in the presence of Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, or Hg
2-ethylhexanoate within an average relative error of 25%. It should be noted that the
kinetic models, especially those made on the basis of the radical chain mechanism, are
overparametrized, as a rule. This is due to the difficulty of measuring the concentrations
of intermediates. In our case, these intermediates are all kinds of radicals. Under the
conditions of impossibility of accurate measurement of their very low concentration (of
the order of 10−6 mol/L), the values of the parameters of the Arrhenius dependences of
the rate coefficients A and E can also not be determined exactly, but only in a certain range.
Therefore, the values given in Table 2 and 3 are just some of the possible values of the
parameters A and E that can be found as a result of solving the inverse kinetic problem.
Two-dimensional uncertainty regions of the significant rate coefficients of elementary reac-
tions, within which the experimental data are described by the kinetic model within the
average relative error of the experiment 25%, are given in Supplementary Materials S2. As
an example, when calculating uncertainty regions, the processes of cumene oxidation and
cumene hydroperoxide decomposition in the presence of Mg 2-ethylhexanoate as a catalyst
were considered.

Table 2. Pre-exponential factor A in the Arrhenius equation k = Ae
−E
RT .

k
A

Mg Ca Sr Ba Zn Cd Hg

k1 6.8·1014 2.5·103 1.7·107 1.7·103 2.2·1012 1.0·1011 4.0·1012

k1’ 6.0·108 6.9·104 1.8·107 9.8·103 1.9·1013 2.8·1011 1.5·1010

k2 5.6·104 2.4·103 2.7·103 2.9·103 1.0·107 3.3·105 9.3·107

k2’ 6.3·1014 6.8·1019 7.3·1019 1.2·107 2.2·1012 6.6·1012 3.8·1011

k3 7.2·105 3.4·105 8.6·104 1.2·104 8.6·1010 1.2·108 6.9·106

k3’ 1.1·1013 6.3·1014 1.3·1016 1.0·1018 1.3·1010 3.1·109 3.0·109

k4 2.9·107 5.7·107 5.7·107 4.6·1012 1.6·108 5.6·106 1.3·105

k5 6.1·106

k6 1.5·106 1.2·103 1.2·103 4.2·1018 8.6·109 1.7·109 2.6·1012

k7 9.3·106

k8 3.9·107 3.1·104 7.9·104 4.7·104 3.2·105 2.3·105 3.9·105

k9 1.3·106
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Table 2. Cont.

k
A

Mg Ca Sr Ba Zn Cd Hg

k10 4.0·1016 5.9·105 5.9·105 1.9·1010 5.5·1013 7.5·1010 4.6·1010

k11 9.60·1011

k12 1.4·1014

k13 2.4·1010 4.2·1013 4.2·1013 2.6·1015 9.0·107 2.4·1011 5.5·109

k14 6.3·1010

k15 1.6·1010 1.3·107 1.3·107 1.8·1017 2.7·1013 3.4·1012 1.0·1013

k16 6.0·1012

k17 1.8·1010 1.2·109 1.2·109 1.2·1017 1.8·106 7.4·1012 8.2·1011

k18 1.2·107

k19 1.1·1012 1.4·1010 1.4·1010 5.4·109 6.8·1012 5.5·1011 2.4·1011

k20 5.8·1013

k21 5.0·107

k22 8.8·109

k23 4.5·106

k24 8.4·1017 2.6·1014 5.0·1012 5.4·1011 4.3·107 4.3·1011 9.8·108

k25 3.6·1012

k26 2.3·1011

k27 5.0·1010

k28 7.6·1012

k29 2.3·1013

k30 7.4·1011

k31 1.7·1011

k32 4.9·1012

k33 4.4·108

k34 1.12·107

k35 3.3·1017 1.1·105 1.1·105 1.05·1012 5.1·108 1.9·109 7.8·105

k36 3.7·107 1.8·1012 3.8·1015 3.1·1017 2.6·1012 4.2·1010 7.6·1011

k37 1.21·105

k38 1.3·105 4.2·103 4.2·103 5.80·103 3.9·109 1.1·109 8.5·106

k39 6.38·108

k40 5.6·1011 9.8·108 9.8·108 4.65·1019 5.2·107 1.2·1012 6.6·105

k41 5.99·106

k41’ 2.34·1012

k42 7.10·107

k43 2.94·106

k44 7.2·1012 5.1·103 2.1·104 2.3·1015 6.3·1013 2.0·1014 1.7·1013

k45 0.75 2.8·1019 1.2·1019 1.03·103 1.9·104 1.3·103 1.8·105

k46 1.1·1021 2.5·1010 5.0·1010 1.72·109 5.7·104 4.8·104 8.1·106

k47 680 3.8·1011 6.9·1010 3.53·1014 3.2·106 5.2·103 1.8·106

Table 3. Activation energy E in the Arrhenius equation k = Ae
−E
RT .

k
E

Mg Ca Sr Ba Zn Cd Hg

k1 121,700 48,100 76,300 50,100 115,700 97,800 115,600
k1’ 102,700 68,500 86,200 63,000 133,100 121,100 109,300
k2 42,400 33,400 33,400 31,800 68,100 50,200 73,800
k2’ 85,200 122,700 122,700 33,100 70,100 71,900 62,600
k3 48,700 63,800 63,800 5000 69,200 83,200 42,300
k3’ 109,100 105,000 77,800 139,300 56,300 84,700 58,000
k4 39,900 56,100 56,100 125,200 69,700 35,000 49,000
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Table 3. Cont.

k
E

Mg Ca Sr Ba Zn Cd Hg

k5 106,500
k6 21,000 7700 7700 88,500 62,100 41,200 36,400
k7 95,700
k8 39,300 17,600 20,600 22,700 33,500 24,600 28,100
k9 94,700
k10 68,000 20,800 20,800 53,100 92,900 64,100 63,100
k11 21,700
k12 95,900
k13 49,100 71,600 71,600 86,500 65,200 56,100 41,300
k14 42,000
k15 23,200 5600 5600 71,100 38,100 38,200 40,100
k16 24,400
k17 22,200 17,700 17,700 78,100 83,000 50,300 87,400
k18 3700
k19 9800 2000 2000 9600 76,100 8200 58,400
k20 60,200
k21 6700
k22 8700
k23 62,100
k24 110,400 71,800 59,300 57,800 66,900 59,900 40,200
k25 81,900
k26 7700
k27 420
k28 21,100
k29 59,300
k30 36,200
k31 63,400
k32 99,100
k33 2020
k34 89,100
k35 149,900 55,900 55,900 116,400 76,000 87,300 58,500
k36 62,900 94,300 118,700 89,500 50,600 85,600 46,500
k37 83,600
k38 25,900 56,800 56,800 4700 49,300 53,100 34,700
k39 102,200
k40 52,600 46,200 46,100 80,100 24,500 68,600 23,800
k41 75,100
k41’ 113,600
k42 88,900
k43 58,500
k44 124,600 63,700 68,200 141,500 135,000 134,900 131,800
k45 11,400 83,000 131,600 47,000 49,700 94,600 75,200
k46 122,800 47,200 47,200 106,900 53,200 106,200 94,600
k47 11,000 78,500 69,400 86,100 84,400 99,100 119,100

Then, using the kinetic model, we carried out computational experiments simulating
cumene oxidation under industrial conditions (the initial concentrations of species were
set in accordance with the composition of a flow charge from [43]) (it should be noted that,
under industrial conditions, cumene oxidation is carried out in a continuous stirred-tank
reactor (CSTR), while, in our work, a batch reactor is modeled. CSTR modeling of cumene
oxidation is beyond the scope of this work). The results of the computational experiments
and their discussion are shown below.
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Table 4. Species concentrations (mol/L) of cumene hydroperoxide decomposition in the presence
of catalyst.

Catalyst Mg Ca Sr Ba Zn Cd Hg

Experimental conditions
G = 0 L/min, T = 403 K, P = 1 atm, [RH]0 = 0 mol/L, [Cat]0 = 5 mmol/L

t = 6 h, [ROOH]0 = 1 mol/L t = 4 h, [ROOH]0 = 1.5 mol/L

Data exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc. exp.

Species

ROOH 0.09 0.22 0.52 0.44 0.52 0.43 0.64 0.57 0.99 1.00 0.87 0.87 0.96 0.89

ROH 0.23 0.23 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.11 0.28 0.28 0.38 0.31 0.15 0.21

C6H5C(O)CH3 0.67 0.27 0.22 0.2 0.20 0.19 0.13 0.20 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.13

C6H5OH 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.009 0.004 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.11

C6H5C(CH3)=CH2 0.11 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.007 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

4. Discussion

The concentration of cumene hydroperoxide accumulates over time up to a certain
maximum value, after which it decreases (Figure 2) due to the prevalence of reactions
leading to its decomposition (see Reactions (7)–(10), (18)–(19), (37)–(42), and (46) in the
kinetic scheme).
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In this regard, it makes sense to carry out the cumene oxidation to this maximum
concentration of cumene hydroperoxide. With an increase in the cumene oxidation tem-
perature, the time to reach the maximum concentration of cumene hydroperoxide does
decrease (Figure 3). Moreover, to ensure reasonable times for reaching the maximum
concentration of cumene hydroperoxide, the cumene oxidation must be carried out at fairly
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high temperatures (under the process conditions shown in Figure 3, these are temperatures
over 393 K).
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ture of cumene oxidation.

The following criterion was used as a criterion reflecting the productivity of cumene
oxidation at the moment of reaching the maximum cumene hydroperoxide concentration,
also taking into account the cumene conversion and selectivity achieved in this case:

C =
[ROOH]max

tmax

(
1− ([RH]tmax

/[RH]0)
) [ROOH]max − [ROOH]0

[RH]0 − [RH]tmax

,

where [ROOH]max is the maximum cumene hydroperoxide concentration, mol/L; tmax is the
time of reaching the maximum cumene hydroperoxide concentration, h; [ROOH]0 is the initial
cumene hydroperoxide concentration, mol/L; [RH]tmax is the cumene concentration at tmax,
mol/L; [RH]0 is the initial cumene concentration, mol/L; 1− ([RH]tmax/[RH]0) is the cumene
conversion at tmax; ([ROOH]max − [ROOH]0)/([RH]0 − [RH]tmax) is the selectivity.

With an increase in the temperature of cumene oxidation, the C criterion increases
to a maximum value, after which it decreases (Figure 4a). Under the process conditions
shown in Figure 4, the maximum is observed at a temperature range near the value of
406 K, that is, in the range of moderately high temperatures (393–413 K). The dependencies
of [ROOH]max (Figure 4b), cumene conversion at tmax (Figure 4c), and selectivity at tmax
(Figure 4d) versus cumene oxidation temperature also have maximums in the same range.
Moreover, it is rather problematic to unambiguously assess the effect of the catalyst on the
ordinate of the maximum in the selected range of moderately high temperatures (Figure 4).
Nevertheless, it can be noted that, in this temperature range, some of the catalysts provide
selectivity at tmax, which is comparable to the value of the non-catalytic process, and
some of the catalysts provide a lower selectivity at tmax compared to the value for the
non-catalytic process. The selectivity values relate to each other as follows: Without
catalyst ≈ Cd ≈ Ba ≈ Hg > Mg ≈ Ca ≈ Sr ≈ Zn (Figure 4d).
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selectivity at tmax (d) versus cumene oxidation temperature.

Among the dependencies of criterion C versus the initial concentrations of the
catalysts under consideration at a temperature of 406 K, selected from the range of mod-
erately high temperatures of 393–413 K, there is a dependence for cumene oxidation in the
presence of Mg 2-ethylhexanoate. At initial catalyst concentrations less than 2 mmol/L,
the values of criterion C are higher than for the process run in the presence of any of the
other considered catalysts. Moreover, the maximum value of C is observed at an initial
concentration of Mg 2-ethylhexanoate of 1 mmol/L (Figure 5a). At this initial concentra-
tion, the criterion C has a maximum or close to maximum value (with an increase in the
initial catalyst concentration, the value of C after its maximum or close to maximum value
decreases or, after a slight increase, it reaches a slightly decreasing plateau) and depends
on the catalyst: Mg > Ba > Hg ≈ Ca ≈ Sr > Cd ≈ Zn. The time of reaching the maximum
value of criterion C at an initial catalyst concentration of 1 mmol/L lines up in the series
Ba ≈ Ca ≈ Sr > Hg ≈ Cd ≈ Zn > Mg (Figure 5b). The maximum concentration of cumene
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hydroperoxide (Figure 5c), cumene conversion (Figure 5d), and selectivity (Figure 5e) at
an initial catalyst concentration of 1 mmol/L hardly depend on the catalyst and lie in
the ranges of 2.2–2.3 mol/L (the value of 2.2 mol/L is typical for a non-catalytic process),
0.55–0.61, and 0.56–0.60, respectively.
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5. Conclusions

In the aspect of increasing the productivity of the first stage of the technological
chain for the production of polymer composites from cumene, “production of phenol
by the cumene method (stage 1 is cumene oxidation to cumene hydroperoxide, stage
2 is decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide into phenol and acetone) → production
of precursors from phenol→ production of polymers from precursors→ production of
composites from polymers,” considered the problem of establishing the effect of metals
of the 2nd and 12th groups (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, and Hg) in the composition of
2-ethylhexanoates on the productivity and selectivity of the cumene oxidation stage. The
problem was solved using kinetic simulation. The kinetic model was written on the basis
of the kinetic scheme, which included the following reactions: formation of intermediate
adducts “species—catalyst,” chain initiation, chain propagation, chain termination, and
molecular reactions. It has the form of a system of nonlinear differential equations that
describe, according to the mass action law, the rate of change concentrations of all species
in the reaction mixture. The kinetic model was verified using experimental data: the model
satisfactorily describes laboratory experimental data on cumene oxidation and cumene
hydroperoxide decomposition within an average relative error of 25%. It should be noted
that the values of A and E, for each reaction rate coefficient (Tables 2 and 3), are just some
of the possible values of the parameters A and E that can be found as a result of solving the
inverse kinetic problem. Here, a criterion has been introduced that reflects the productivity
of cumene oxidation at the moment of reaching the maximum concentration of cumene
hydroperoxide, and it takes into account the cumene conversion and selectivity achieved in
this case in the shortest possible time using the selectivity comparable with the selectivity
of a non-catalytic process. According to the results of computational experiments on the
kinetic model, it was shown that the achievement of the maximum value of this criterion
among all the considered catalysts is ensured by Mg 2-ethylhexanoate at its relatively low
initial concentration (1 mmol/L) under conditions of moderately high process temperatures
(393–413 K).
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